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Seize the Day is one of the most inspirational calendars in our line. Let the spirit of Robin Pickens

and her vivacious combination of colorful art and encouraging words energize you throughout the

year in this uplifting daily calendar.
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I love this daily calendar...well, it's daily except one page is for both days of the weekend. Each

page has a drawing and a saying. Sometimes the drawing is just a flower, other times a bit more

involved (such as cardinals and flowers). The sayings are also nice and short, but generally positive

for the day. I usually buy the Zen page-a-day, but think I like this a bit better. Turning the page to

see a nice picture and short saying is wonderful.

This calendar was just the perfect pick me up that my sister was needing. Sometime close to

Christmas time, my sister was going through a difficult time in her life, so I got this great idea to find

her a little pick me up every day kind of gift and I came across this Seize the Day 2016 Boxed/Daily

Calendar by Robin Pickens. I was so happy with this purchase! The quotes are amazing and the

artwork is fantastic! I love seeing the smile on her face when she reads them each and every

morning. This was exactly what I was looking for and I don't think I could have been happier with

anything else.

Another year with this calendar sitting on our kitchen counter top will give me inspirational quotes



every day. The nice illustrations inspire me and it's a little pick me up every new morning. I've been

buying this calendar for several years now and I simply love it.

We buy this desk calendar every year. Our teenager loves to be the one to rip off yesterday's page

to reveal the new quote and she reads it aloud to all of us. Neat to see who the quote will be from

each day. Sometimes the quotes are by the artist herself.

I bought this calendar along with another desk calendar at the same time. One for home and one for

office, and they both had the same issues. This calendar fell apart from its holder but I ended up

keeping it because I liked the content of the calendar. I rigged mine up by taping the black stand to

the calendar with clear shipping tape. After I did that I tried to stand up the calendar but it could not

stand up so I rigged it to an open position by taping a binder clip between the calendar and the prop

of the stand. I attached photos.

I am so happy I ordered this calendar! I was afraid that positivity calendars might be cheesy and

lame. I was happily suprised that this calendar is not! It's colorful, it has beautiful artwork, and the

quotes honestly inspire me! Some of the quotes are from my FAVORITES like Ralph Waldo

Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. There are also some famous quotes from authors, celebrities

and US Presidents and more. Most importantly, the quality of the paper in the calendar is excellent!

It tears off smoothly and perfectly each day. I am actually really surprised at the low price of this

calendar, considering I've bought calendars 2 or 3 times the price of this that just aren't nearly as

good.

Disappointed. I had another daily calendar (today's going to be a great day) last year. Tried this one

and it's much smaller - overall - but also the image is much smaller on each page so you can hardly

read it, lastly the words are meh. Not inspiring. Most importantly, it's shoddy quality. The pages as

mentioned are small and image is even smaller and the paper is very thin. Lastly, the pages fell off

of the plastic back/stand only two weeks into the year!!!! So now the pages are just loose. Trashing

this and going to hunt down a calendar that will actually add something to each day.

I got this desk calendar for my college aged daughter last year for her dorm. When she moved back

home for the summer, the calendar came back, and we displayed it on our nook table. I love this

little calendar! The content is cheery and uplifting. It's so hard to find a desk calendar that is "just



right" motivation-wise. This one is a keeper.
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